The Boss

– the monitoring genius
Your entire production site/factory/plant at your fingertips through a unique and
user-friendly monitoring system. Gain a full overview of production anytime, anywhere!
The Boss has unlimited link-up options, allowing you to connect to both new and
existing equipment.
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Knuro has 10 years of experience developing
machinery and automation solutions for
processing plants and other industry.
We are proud to launch our latest product The Boss, a flexible tool for monitoring all
types of processes in industrial production.
Knuro has created a solution that is tailormade for the requirements of salmon and trout
production.
Beijer Electronics is our supplier of Zenon software, which amongst other things is employed
in all types of industry, power production and
the pharmaceutical industry across the globe.
To name one example; it manages the entire
production process in BMW’s plants, factories
and works.

Status overview showing production data so far on that day (date shown
top right corner).

Due to its unique flexibility, it can manage and
monitor any form of production. Zenon can
communicate with all types of PLC’s and
management systems available on the market.
Security for you as the customer lies in that
this is a renowned and exhaustively tested
system with second to none support arrangements.

Shows a selection of expanded info. Here you can retrieve background
data to gain more detailed information on the status for gutting lines.

The Boss can be expanded incrementally – and
adapted accordingly as customer requirements
change along the way.
The image to the right shows a few examples of
information that may be retrieved from Knuro
Analysis – our own solution developed for
monitoring of the gutting line.
The Boss generates and transmits automatic
reports on current production to designated
persons in the company.
Trend that shows number of fish fed into the machine per hour and per
gutting line. You can also retrieve historic trend reports. The system can
generate trend reports for all systems as required by the customer.
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